Let 7' be a torus in S 4 and 7'* a projection of 7'. If the singular set r(T) consists of one disjoint simple closed curve, then 7' can be moved te the standard position by an ambient isotopy of S4.
Introduction
In this paper we will study an embedded torus 1 in St It' the singular set of the projectien T5 (cE S3) of 1 censists of ene deuble curve, then what ca¡g be said about thc position of 1? The following theorem is the main result.
Main Theorem (Theorem 4.1). Leí T be a torus in S4. ¡Ef ihe singular set ¡'(T5) consisis of oiw simple closed curve, ihen T can be moved ¡o ihe s¡andard position by an ambiení iso¡opy of St
We will work in the PL categery. AII submanifolds are assumed to be locally fiat. Let 5' be the 4-dimensional sphere, S3 the 3-dimensional sphere, and p 5' \ {oc} -* 9 \ {oc} the prejection defined by x 2, za, x4) = (xz, x2, za) . Let fi = {(x, , z2, za) 6 IR 3~x~+x~+xg =1), andE, = fin { (x,,z 2,za) 6 IR 3~x 1 = 0}. Let F be a closed oriented surface, and f F -* 9 \ {oc} a map. Wc say that f is in general posution, it' for each element z of 1(F), there exist a regular neighborhood N of z in 9 \ {oo} and a homeomerphism Ji : N -* fi such that N and Ji satisfy the following two conditions:
Ákiko Shirna
(1) Under Ji, (N,N fl f(F),x) is homeomorphic to either (B, Pi, (0, 0, 0) ), (fi,J'íuP 2,(0,0,0) )or (fi,P,uP2uP3,(o,o,o) ).
(2) Let 11 be a component of f '(f(F) fl N). There exists an integer i such that Ji o fIR : 11 -* 1', is a homeomorphism.
Througheut this paper, we assume that p~F is in general pesitien. With every point P or subset F of 54 \ {oc}, we associate the point = p(F) er the subset F 5 = p(F). Wc define f}F) te be the set of ah double points and triple points and put F(F) -p1(r(F~)) nF.
A solid torus V is said to be standard in 53, it' V is a regular neighborhood of a trivial knot in 53 And the torus 0V G 9 C 5' is said te be a standard torus in 5'. In [H-K] , they preved that a boundary of a handlebody in 54 is unique up te ambient isotopies of 54
The circie is taken te be the quotient spare -IR/(6 r'.' 6+2ir for ah 6 6 E). Wc will write "~6 5"'. Wc denote by (a,b) the greatest common divisor of the integers a and b. Let Pb 1 >< 51~¡E x 5' be the b-fold cychic cever given by (z,6) h-* (x,bO) for b E Z\{0}. [R] (see p 53). Therefore T 1 (a, b) is the immersed torus having the singular set ¡' (T 5) of one simple closed curve. Case 2) V2 is a solid torus. Lct 1 be a preferred longitude of ¿3V2, ni a meridian of 0V2. Wc express y' = pl + qm where (p, q) la a pair of relatively prime integera. Proof. Wc distinguish feur cases according te the position of ¡'(7'). See The simple closed curve -y' is a menidian of V2. Let V -53 \ irztV2.
Solid tan and immersed surfaces in~3
ihen A2 is an annulus satisfying ¿JA2 = c1Uc2, DV = A, intV nF' = 4>, and [y'] is a generator of H,(V)~Z. By Lemma 3.1 (2), y can be cancelled.
(1-ii) [y"]!= O in JI, (V2) . 
